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ABSTRACT
A theoretical examination of kinetic mechanisms for
forming knots and links in nucleic acid structures suggests that molecules involving base pairs between
loops are likely to become topologically trapped in
persistent frustrated states through the mechanism of ‘helix-driven wrapping’. Augmentation of the
state space to include both secondary structure and
topology in describing the free energy landscape
illustrates the potential for topological effects to
influence the kinetics and function of nucleic
acid strands. An experimental study of metastable
complementary ‘kissing hairpins’ demonstrates that
the topological constraint of zero linking number
between the loops effectively prevents conversion
to the minimum free energy helical state. Introduction of short catalyst strands that break the topological constraint causes rapid conversion to full
duplex.
INTRODUCTION
In studies of nucleic acid thermodynamics (1–4) and kinetics
(5,6), the molecular state space is often described in terms of
secondary structure (i.e. the list of base pairs). This useful
simplification neglects topological effects that arise from
the fact that strands cannot pass through each other. Intertwining of strands is a common occurrence in nucleic acid structures, as stacking interactions between adjacent base pairs
ensure that the strands wrap around each other in a helical
fashion. This phenomenon has been exploited by Seeman and
co-workers (7) to design structures with knotted and linked
topologies that employ both the right-handed helicity of
B-DNA and the left-handed helicity of Z-DNA.

Nucleic acid strand topology plays an important role in
biological processes as well. DNA replication and recombination involve enzyme-mediated formation and resolution of
double-stranded knots and catenanes (8). Topological effects
also influence the regulatory mechanisms of antisense RNAs
that undergo loop–loop interactions with target mRNAs to
inhibit transcription or translation (9). The resulting metastable ‘kissing’ complexes formed by rapid base pairing
between complementary loops relax sufficiently slowly to
the full duplex state that the stable duplex is believed to be
biologically irrelevant (9). It is precisely this slow relaxation
to equilibrium that makes kissing loop complexes attractive
candidates for storing potential energy for DNA nanotechnology applications. In principle, autonomous DNA machines
can be powered by using catalyst strands to accelerate this
relaxation process (10).
Here, we examine the theoretical consequences of topology
on the hybridization kinetics of RNA and single-stranded
DNA (ssDNA) molecules and elucidate the nature of the topological constraints that govern the metastability of kissing
complementary loops. This topological viewpoint suggests
that hybridization catalysts (10,11) can facilitate rapid relaxation to the stable duplex state by breaking a topological constraint. Experimental analysis of a metastable kissing hairpin
system and a corresponding hybridization catalyst suggests
that manipulation of strand topology is an effective means
of engineering conditional metastability.
METHODS
System specifications
The DNA sequences for the two hairpin strands (H1 and H2)
and the catalyst strand (C) are defined in Figure 2. For the
kinetic studies, H1 is replaced by H1L, which is labeled on
the 50 end with TET (Applied Biosystems) and on the 30 end
with BHQ1 (Biosearch Technologies). DNA oligos were
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synthesized, labeled and purified (PAGE for H1, H2 and C;
dual HPLC for H1L) by Integrated DNA Technologies.
Stock solutions were prepared in ultrapure H2O (Barnstead
Nanopure) and concentrations were determined at 260 nm
using molecular extinction coefficients provided by the
supplier.
Sequence design
Different subsets of the two hairpin sequences were designed
so as to simultaneously optimize affinity and specificity (12)
for four target structures: (i) sequence H1 forming a hairpin
structure with a 10 bp stem and a 20 base loop, (ii) sequence
H2 forming the same hairpin structure, (iii) the 20 base loop
sequences of H1 and H2 forming a 20 bp helix (to optimize
kissing) and (iv) the full H1 and H2 sequences forming a 40 bp
helix (to optimize the full duplex). This was accomplished by
maximizing an objective function corresponding to the product of four probabilities p(H1)·p(H2)·p(loop)·p(full) subject to
the constraint of sequence symmetry minimization (13) with a
word length of four. The probabilities were calculated using
loop-based nearest-neighbor free energy parameters for
ssDNA at 37 C (3) and a dynamic programming partition
function algorithm that accounts for all unpseudoknotted secondary structures (14). Since this algorithm applies to single
strands, design targets with two strands were modeled using an
AAAA linker between the strands. Sequences were designed
using an adaptive walk starting from a random initial sequence
for H1 (H2 is the reverse complement and C is the reverse
complement of the 30 half of H2). At each step, a random base
(in a loop) or base pair (in a stem) mutation was accepted if
the objective function improved. The design selected for
experimental study had the maximum objective function
out of 1000 independent designs, each obtained via an adaptive walk that was terminated after 5000 consecutive mutations
were rejected.
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Kissing hairpin complex purification
Overnight reactions were performed on six identical samples
containing 5 ml of 20 mM stock of each hairpin, 0.5 ml ultrapure
H2O and 1.5 ml of 10· TAE/Mg2+ buffer (12 ml reaction
volume and 8.33 mM reaction concentration). After annealing
one sample as above (to identify the full duplex state), native
gel electrophoresis was then performed on six lanes using the
same protocol as above. The kissing hairpin bands were cut out
of the five unannealed lanes and the DNA complex was
electroeluted (Schleicher and Schuell Elutrap). The eluted
complex was then quantified by annealing a fraction of the
sample and comparing the absorbance at 260 nm to that of
annealed duplex formed from previously quantified hairpins.
For the fluorescence kinetics experiments, the fluorescentlabeled H1L was used in place of H1. For these reaction
conditions, the labeled kissing hairpin band was visible
without staining.
Fluorescence kinetics
Fluorescence data were obtained using a fluorometer from
Photon Technology International with the temperature controller set to 23 C. Excitation and emission wavelengths were
521 and 541 nm, respectively, with 4 nm bandwidths. Stock
solutions of 2.4 mM purified H1L/H2 complex and 10 mM C
were prepared in TAE/Mg2+ buffer. Reactions were performed
by adding 25 ml of the H1L/H2 complex to 2969 ml of reaction
buffer and mixing by gentle pipetting for 30 s. The run was
paused after 60 min for 30 s to add 6 ml of C at the required
concentration and mix by gentle pipetting (10 mM C for
1· corresponding to 20 nM concentrations for all species,
5 mM C for 0.5·, 2.5 mM C for 0.25·, 1 mM C for 0.1·,
0.1 mM for 0.01· and reaction buffer for the control). After
180 min of data acquisition, the samples were annealed as for
gel electrophoresis, and then data acquisition was resumed for
60 min.

Native gel electrophoresis
Stock solutions of 20 mM H1, H2 and C strands were prepared
using ultrapure H2O. Aliquots of stock solutions were heated
to 90 C for 90 s, quenched on ice for 40 s and then allowed to
equilibrate to room temperature for 30 min on the bench top.
Reactions were run overnight at room temperature in TAE/
Mg2+ buffer (40 mM Tris, 19 mM acetic acid, 1 mM EDTA
and 12.5 mM magnesium acetate, pH 8.0). For each lane, the
reaction was performed by combining 0.75 ml of each relevant
oligo with 1.5 ml of 10· TAE/Mg2+ buffer, diluting to a 12 ml
reaction volume (1.25 mM oligo reaction concentration), and
mixing by pipetting. For annealed lanes, samples were heated
to 90 C for 3 min and then slow-cooled to room temperature
by turning off the heat block and leaving the samples on the
heat block for 3 h. Before loading the samples on a gel, reacted
samples were supplemented with 3 ml of sample loading buffer: 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 25% glycerol, 5 mM EDTA,
0.2% bromophenol blue, 0.2% xylene cyanole FF (Bio-Rad).
Samples were run in an 18% polyacrylamide gel with 1· TAE/
Mg2+ buffer at 120 V for 4 h. The buffer temperature was
controlled to maintain the samples at 8 C throughout the run.
The gel was stained with Sybr Gold (Molecular Probes),
excited at 495 nm and imaged with a 530 nm bandpass filter
on a Bio-Rad Molecular Imager FX gel scanner.

KNOTTING AND LINKING MECHANISMS
We begin with a brief theoretical examination of alternative kinetic mechanisms by which topological features can
arise in nucleic acid structures. A strand of RNA or ssDNA
that bends back on itself to form a helix creates a loop of
unpaired bases that can participate in the formation of
knots or links. The simplest non-trivial topological scenario
for a nucleic acid strand is the self-knotting of a hairpin
loop (Figure 1a). A traditional hairpin secondary structure
representation would contain only base pairing information
and omit this topological detail. In considering the behavior
of such a molecule, is it justifiable to assume that the loop is
unknotted?
Comparison of measured loop closure times for ssDNA
hairpins (15) with simulated first contact times for the ends
of a Rouse chain (a phantom chain of beads on springs) (16)
reveals that the loop closure time is typically orders of magnitude longer than the first contact time of the ends. (See the
Appendix for details.) Hence, the probability of chain entanglement at equilibrium can be used to estimate the likelihood
of becoming kinetically trapped in knotted hairpin conformations. The probability of knotting grows slowly from zero to
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Figure 1. (a) A knotted hairpin loop. (b) Linked hairpin loops. (c) Kissing
hairpin loops. (d) The sign convention for crossings in a projected structure.
Positive and negative signs correspond to left-handed and right-handed wrapping of antiparallel strands, respectively. For clarity, the dashed line in the 1
crossing corresponds to the longitudinal axis of a right-handed helix. Arrowheads denote the 30 end of each strand.

unity as the chain length increases; a freely jointed chain with a
loop of 250 bases has roughly a 25% chance of being knotted
(17,18) [Based on a statistical length (twice the persistence
length) of 2.5 bases for ssDNA (19)]. Hence, the probability
of self-knotting in short nucleic acid loops is small (20) and the
practice of assuming that hairpin secondary structures contain
no knots is often justified.
A similar argument applies to the formation of linked hairpins (that do not base pair in the looped regions) as depicted
in Figure 1b. The disparity in time scales between diffusive
conformational sampling and helix nucleation suggests that
entanglements should become kinetically trapped to form
links between loops with roughly the probability that these
states are expected to exist in the equilibrium ensemble.
Again, the probability of entanglement is low for chains that
are not too long and grows slowly to unity as the chain length
increases (17,18).
In contrast to the previous cases, structures featuring interloop base pairing are more likely to have entanglements
between the single-stranded sections of the loops due to a
process we term ‘helix-driven wrapping’. This mechanism
is illustrated by the kissing hairpins of Figure 1c. Consider
the folding pathway in which the red and blue helices nucleate
before the green helix. In that case, formation of the green
helix causes the green regions to wrap around each other in a
right-handed fashion, causing the adjacent single-stranded
regions to wrap in a left-handed fashion. (For simplicity,
we assume that all helices are right-handed B-DNA and
that left-handed wrappings remain single-stranded.) This
left-handed wrapping is topologically trapped in the sense
that it cannot be alleviated without breaking a helix. This
phenomenon occurs whenever two loops hybridize to each
other; every full turn of a helix must be accompanied by a
left-handed wrap.
There are other folding pathways that could trap left-handed
wrapping. If the red helix forms first, the left-handed wrapping
incurred by subsequent formation of the green helix is not
immediately trapped because the blue loop is not yet closed.
Although the left-handed wrapping is helix-driven and not a
consequence of random diffusion through conformational
space, a diffusive unthreading process is required to eliminate
it. If this process is slower than the nucleation of the blue helix
(as would be the case if the loops were small and the wrapped
chain must undergo a sterically hindered unthreading through
the loop), the blue helix can form while none, some, or all of
the left-handed wrapping is still present.

The effects of topological constraints on folding kinetics can
be considered in the context of the free energy landscape, an
important conceptual tool in describing heteropolymer folding
(21,22). Each point on the landscape is the free energy of a
state of the system. In a departure from traditional treatments,
we include topological information in addition to the secondary structure in defining each state.
The topology of loop–loop interactions in nucleic acid
structures can be characterized by the linking number (Lk),
defined as half the sum of all the signed crossings in a projection of the structure onto a plane (following the sign convention of Figure 1d) (23). For the kissing hairpins of
Figure 1c, the negative crossings of the right-handed green
helix and the positive crossings of the left-handed wrapping
between the red and the blue strands cancel out, giving Lk ¼ 0
for the red and blue loops. The left-handed wrapping can be
redistributed to the dashed regions by twisting the green helix
around its longitudinal axis, but the topological constraint of
zero linking number cannot be alleviated without breaking the
secondary structure. Although the linking number does not
provide sufficient information to distinguish all possible
links (23), its simplicity makes it attractive for characterizing
DNA hybridization topologies. More complicated classification methods (23–25) can be adopted if knots and larger
classes of links must be described for particular hybridization
pathways of interest.
Two states on the free energy landscape are close to each
other if the molecular rearrangement required to move from
one to the other is small. For example, two hairpin loops with
the same linking number that differ by a single base pair are
very close on the landscape. The time scale required for the
breakage (or formation) of the base pair is fast, since the states
are separated by only a small barrier.
By contrast, two states may have exactly the same base pairs
but different topologies and therefore can lie very far from
each other on the landscape. For example, if the kissing hairpins in Figure 1c were to access an Lk ¼ 2 state, either the
red or blue helix would have to completely unpair, the resulting free end would have to diffuse through the remaining loop
twice, and then the broken helix would have to reform. This
constitutes a major rearrangement and occurs over a long time
scale. Topological constraints can also influence the free
energy of a state because of the restricted conformational
space available to the molecule (18); two states differing
only in topology can therefore lie at different energy levels
on the landscape.
METASTABILITY VIA TOPOLOGY
Topological constraints can be exploited in designing
molecules that become trapped in metastable structures far
from the global minimum on the free energy landscape.
The transition to equilibrium can be dramatically accelerated
by introducing hybridization catalyst strands (10,11) that
break the topological constraint.
Consider two complementary DNA hairpins (H1 and H2 of
Figures 2 and 3) with 10 bp stems and 20 base loops that
interact to form a 40 bp helix in their minimum free energy
state. Stoichiometric mixing of H1 and H2 causes most of the
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Figure 4. Native PAGE of the kissing hairpin system after overnight reactions.
Lanes 1 and 2: H1 and H2 hairpins. Lane 3: the metastable kissing hairpin
complex dominates the stable full duplex state. Lanes 4–6: conversion to full
duplex is achieved by annealing (Lane 4) or by introducing a hybridization
catalyst (lanes 5 and 6). Lane 7: purified kissing hairpin complex.
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Figure 3. Putative topological effects in the conversion of kissing hairpins (H1
and H2) to the full duplex state. Base pairing between the complementary loops
results in a metastable kissing hairpin complex that proceeds to the minimum
free energy helical structure very slowly except in the presence of a catalyst
strand (C) that opens H2 to break the topological constraint. Color use is
consistent with the sequence definitions in Figure 2.

hairpins to hybridize in the complementary loops to form
metastable kissing hairpin complexes (Figure 4). Gel electrophoresis suggests that conversion to the full duplex can be
achieved either by annealing or by introducing a short
DNA catalyst strand (C) that is complementary to the 30
half of H2. The conversion rate between the metastable kissing
hairpin complex and the full duplex can be examined using
fluorescence quenching measurements (Figure 5). The topological constraint causes the kissing complex and full duplex
to be sufficiently far apart on the free energy landscape that
no conversion is observable on this experimental time scale.
Stoichiometric introduction of catalyst strands causes rapid
conversion to the full duplex. Catalytic turnover is confirmed
by additional studies with substoichiometric catalyst
concentrations.

0
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Figure 5. Fluorescence kinetics monitoring conversion of purified kissing
hairpins to the full duplex state. No conversion is discernible in the absence
of the hybridization catalyst (control). Rapid conversion to full duplex is
observed upon introducing equimolar hybridization catalyst (1·). Substoichiometric catalyst concentrations demonstrate turnover, with the conversion
rate decreasing monotonically with catalyst concentration. The hairpin H1 is
labeled with a fluorophore on one end and a quencher on the other so that
the bulk fluorescence increases as the conversion to the helical state proceeds.
The samples are annealed to determine the equilibrium signal.

These kinetic trajectories are consistent with topologically
induced metastability resulting from helix-driven wrapping
between the complementary loops. Although the minimum
free energy state is topologically trivial (there are no loops),
formation of the inter-loop helix ensures that the folding pathway to achieve equilibrium is topologically constrained until
one of the three helices is completely broken. The topological
requirement that Lk ¼ 0 between the loops implies severe
steric hindrance to the conversion process. The catalyst strand
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removes the topological constraint by opening the stem of
H2 via a strand displacement branch migration. Additional
topologically unhindered strand displacement interactions
complete the conversion to the helical conformation and
release the catalyst strand. Although the secondary structures
are different, the identical topological argument can be used to
explain the results of Seelig et al. (11), in which metastable
complexes of DNA bulge loops are rapidly relaxed to minimum free energy helical conformations using hybridization
catalysts that break the topological constraints via strand displacement interactions initiated at single-stranded extensions
of the bulge loop helices.
In nature, antisense RNA/mRNA loop–loop interactions are
used to regulate transcription and translation (9). Loop motifs
increase the rate of complex formation between the antisense
RNA and its target via kissing interactions, which subsequently proceed to more stable inhibitory complexes
along topologically accessible folding pathways (9). In the
well-studied case of the antisense RNA CopA, which provides
translational control by binding to its mRNA target CopT,
initial kissing between hairpin loops is followed by the formation of two short inter-loop helices and an additional interstrand helix that stabilizes the complex and provides
irreversible translational inhibition (26,27). Topologically,
the scenario is identical to the kissing hairpins examined
above—conversion to the full duplex is very slow in vitro
and the minimum free energy helical conformation is thought
to be biologically irrelevant (27–29).
Experimental evidence suggests that similar inhibitory
mechanisms based on topologically trapped metastable complexes are also employed by other antisense RNA/mRNA pairs
(9,30). Structural hypotheses about these metastable complexes can be guided by the topological requirement that
Lk ¼ 0 between complementary kissing loops, eliminating
from consideration those secondary structures that are topologically infeasible (30,31).
In vivo, it is possible that RNA chaperone proteins (32) may
assist RNA kissing complexes in folding to the full duplex
state (9,33). Given the simplicity and effectiveness of nucleic
acid hybridization catalysts in breaking topological constraints
between complementary kissing loops, we speculate that
nature may sometimes employ chaperone RNAs to assist in
relaxing topological constraints that arise in RNA regulatory
processes.
CONCLUSIONS
As nucleic acids fold, single loops may form knots and multiple loops may form links. In many cases, these topological
effects are negligible, but for structures involving base pairing
between loops, the mechanism of helix-driven wrapping
increases the likelihood of adopting persistent frustrated states
with entanglement between single-stranded regions. For this
mechanism, the formation of a right-handed helix induces lefthanded wrapping of the single-stranded regions at either end of
the helix. When one or more of these single-stranded regions is
part of a small closed loop, the left-handed wrapping unthreads
slowly, or in the case of helix formation between two existing
loops, not at all. Trapping of left-handed wrapping creates a
topological constraint that cannot be removed without breaking the secondary structure.

Inclusion of topology in the description of the molecular
state space highlights the possibility that two molecules with
the same secondary structure may be very far apart on the free
energy landscape. As a result, topology can dramatically affect
the kinetics and function of nucleic acid strands. In designing
new hybridization reaction pathways, it is important to consider whether topological information adds critical features to
a conceptual free energy landscape based solely on secondary
structure.
Experimental studies of the kissing hairpin system suggest
that the topological constraint of zero linking number can be
used to engineer long-lived metastable complexes, and that the
transition to equilibrium can be effectively catalyzed by introducing strands that break the constraint. The same topological
constraint underlies the formation of metastable inhibitory
complexes in the regulation of transcription and translation
by antisense RNAs that recognize their target mRNAs by
loop–loop kissing interactions. It is possible that nature has
already discovered the idea of breaking topological constraints
using chaperone RNAs.
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APPENDIX
Chain diffusion and helix nucleation time scales
Libchaber and co-workers (15) observed that the loop closure
time for a DNA hairpin with a 30 base loop and a 5 bp stem
was 30 ms for a poly(T) loop and 110 ms for a poly(A) loop
at 37 C. Neglecting sequence-dependent stiffness, the statistical length (twice the persistence length) of ssDNA is taken
to be b  1.5 nm  2.5 bases (19), corresponding to 11.8
statistical lengths for a loop of 30 bases. For a Rouse chain of
this length, the Brownian dynamics simulations of Pastor et al.
(16) estimate the first passage time for the ends to diffuse to
within one statistical length of each other as 6.3b2/D, where
D is the diffusivity of a Rouse bead. For a Rouse bead with
diameter b, the Stokes–Einstein relation gives D ¼ kT/(3phb),
where the viscosity of water is taken to be h  0.7 cP. The
resulting diffusive first passage time is 0.03 ms, suggesting
that the ends diffuse near each other many times before
nucleating to form a helix.

